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STORY ONE
MAGIC THEFT

The Circle of Wizards always feared
me. They called my magic unnatural,
evil, forbidden. Those old crones
and greybeards were just jealous of
anyone with a mind of their own.
That’s why they expelled me all those
years ago.
But I’m sure the young apprentices
still whisper my name in awe behind
their masters’ backs.
I’ve been in hiding too long. It’s
time to pay my old foes a little visit.
To strike them where it will hurt
the most, by taking their greatest
treasures. And when I’m done, and
they scratch their ancient heads
in confusion, I will be far away,
laughing…
The Locksmith

1
A PLEA FOR HELP

Tom and Elenna stood together in
the throne room, watching two of
Captain Harkman’s soldiers lift a
new tapestry into place. A solemn
hush filled the chamber, broken only
by happy gurgles from baby Prince
Thomas, sitting on Queen Aroha’s lap.
At the king’s side, Captain Harkman
and the wizard Daltec lowered their
heads in respect. A mixture of awe
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and sorrow filled Tom.
The tapestry had been stitched by
the finest artisans in Avantia. The
bright embroidery showed Prince
Angelo’s final battle against Uthrain
of the Wildlands, more than thirty
years ago. Angelo, King Hugo’s older
brother, had defeated his enemy to
end the long war between Avantia and
the barbarians of the north…but not
before receiving a fatal blow himself.
King Hugo let out a long sigh. “Now
my brother’s courage will never be
forgotten,” he said, his voice hoarse
with emotion.
Tom’s own throat tightened as
he remembered gazing down into
the prince’s lonely grave in the
Wildlands. He and Elenna had only
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recently returned from discovering
where Angelo’s body lay. Then, armed
with the truth, they had defeated a
shapeshifting Beast claiming to be the
long-lost prince, returned to claim the
throne.
“It’s very lifelike,” Elenna said,
gazing up at the tapestry. The morning
sun slanting through the throne room
windows lit Angelo’s strong features.
Tom could see the grim determination
in the wounded prince’s gaze as he
drove his opponent back. He found
himself marvelling at the young
warrior’s strength and courage.
A squelchy hiccup broke Tom’s train
of thought. He looked down to see
baby Thomas’s round face peeking
over the queen’s shoulder, a string of
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milky drool hanging from his lip. Tom
smiled. The prince grinned back at
him, showing off his first tooth.
Aroha let out a theatrical sigh. “Oh,
Thomas!” she said. “This is my best
dress!” She scrubbed at a white stain
on the silk with her handkerchief,
then started patting the prince’s back.
With each gentle thud, Tom could
hear more squidgy gurgles coming
from the baby’s throat. He edged back
a little.
Suddenly a brilliant white flash
lit the room, blinding Tom. The light
faded to reveal two cloaked figures
standing before the king and queen,
one tall and straight, the other slight
and bent over a staff.
“What evil magic is this?” Harkman
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demanded, leaping forward, his
sword raised. The pair scowled back
at him. The shorter of the two, a
woman with iron-grey hair, waved
her hand. Harkman’s sword instantly
transformed, curling in on itself with
a hiss to become a red and green snake
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with yellow fangs.
“Gah!” Harkman threw the creature
on to the flagstones, where it changed
again into a tangle of silk scarves.
Elenna hurriedly aimed an arrow at
the intruders, but Tom rested a hand
on her arm.
“It’s all right,” he said. “We know
these two.” He dipped his head
respectfully to the elderly woman
– the head of the Circle of Wizards.
“Sorella,” he said, then he frowned
at the slender man by her side. They
had met before – Tom recognised the
youth’s thin-lipped sneer and pale
eyes. He also remembered how badly
the young wizard had treated Daltec.
“I’m afraid I don’t recall your name,”
Tom said.
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A look of irritation flitted across the
young man’s face, quickly replaced
by a smarmy smile as he bowed low
to the king and queen. “My name
is Stefan, your Majesties,” he said.
“Lawkeeper of the Circle of Magic.”
“That’s all very well,” Captain
Harkman said, “but it doesn’t explain
why you’ve appeared out of thin air
before the king and queen with no
prior appointment!”
Sorella sighed. “I do apologise for
our sudden entrance,” she said, “but
we have come on a most pressing
matter. We require your…assistance.”
“Our assistance?” Hugo said. “It’s
not like the Circle to ask for help!”
Stefan shifted uncomfortably, his
pale face flushing. “There has been
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an…incident…” he said. “A theft. The
day before yesterday, a large supply of
magical ingredients and spell books
went missing from our secure vault.”
“Hmph. Not that secure then!”
Harkman muttered. As Stefan glared
at the captain, baby Thomas let out
a shriek and squirmed to get down
from Aroha’s lap.
“Oh, go on then,” Aroha said, setting
Thomas on the floor. The prince
crawled straight towards Stefan, who
curled his lip in distaste.
“I take it that with all your magical
powers you know who is responsible
for the theft?” Aroha asked the
intruders.
“Alas, no,” Sorella said. “There is
but one key to the vault, and Stefan
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wears it around his neck.”
“It sounds like wizards’ business to
me,” Aroha said.
“Unfortunately, this matter affects
us all,” Sorella told her. “Among
the stolen items were several Beast
artefacts. There is a very real risk
to the kingdom if they fall into the
wrong hands.”
Tom exchanged a look of alarm
with Elenna. But before either of
them could question Sorella further,
Tom heard a wet splat from Prince
Thomas’s direction. Stefan leaped
away from the baby, his boots
splattered with milky sick and face
twisted with revulsion. Good shot!
Tom thought. The prince squeaked
with pleasure as Stefan flapped his
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robe and hopped from foot to foot.
Sorella shot Stefan a stern look,
then turned her sharp gaze on Tom.
“We are willing to repay you for your
help in this matter,” she said. “Young
man, I have heard that you were
recently stripped of your magical
powers. Find our missing artefacts,
and my colleagues and I will attempt
to restore your shield tokens and the
Golden Armour.”
Tom’s heart leaped. With my
powers back, I’d be able to defend the
kingdom properly again! But then
he forced himself to take a measured
breath. The most urgent thing is to
stop those Beast tokens falling into
the wrong hands!
Suddenly, baby Thomas let out an
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excited squeal, reaching towards the
open window. Tom glanced up and
just caught a glimpse of a bright
red crow resting on the sill, before it
flapped its wings and flew away.
“Rourke!” Elenna said.
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“Who?” Aroha said, frowning after
the bird.
“Petra the witch’s spy,” Tom called
back, already heading for the door.
“Which means she’s close!”
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